Brooklyn’s

SweetSpots

Pier 41 in Red Hook
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rooklyn — the former working-class borough is not
only home to some of the city’s hottest new restaurants
and ﬁrst-rate cultural venues — but is now even popping
up more and more in travel magazines, and fast becoming a tourist destination in its own right.
Parts of Brooklyn are beginning to outpace comparable neighborhoods of Manhattan, which accounts for
the construction going on across the bridge. One-bedroom apartments in formerly “up-and-coming” Brooklyn neighborhoods are selling for half a million, and
plans for more are everywhere. There’s no time like now
to get in on the action, and to help you get your bearings,
New York Living takes a look at four hot neighborhoods
you may soon want to call your own.

Red Hook
With dramatic upper New York bay and skyline
views, Red Hook is all about location — and a largely
overlooked one, until recently. A former bustling longshoremen’s hub of the early 20th century, the peninsulalike neighborhood became isolated from the borough with
the construction of the Gowanus Expressway, the BQE,
and the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel in the 1950s. Dominated
by housing projects, factories, and warehouses, it became
somewhat frozen in time, skirting the increasing development of its neighbors by way of geography. These days,
however, a different type of construction is putting Red
Hook on the tip of everyone’s tongues: the supersize Fairway market, which opened in May in a handsome pre–
Civil War warehouse (also to feature 45 upper-story luxury units); the Brooklyn Cruise Terminal, greeting ocean
liners to the neighborhood since April; and the plans for
New York City’s ﬁrst Ikea store.
Beneath the large-scale prospects are more subtle
changes that have been transforming Red Hook for
years. Artists and entrepreneurial visionaries have long
been buying and occupying the neighborhood’s abandoned warehouses — they say for the terriﬁc light — and
among the favorable results are a crop of new restaurants
and boutiques, especially along Van Brunt Street. Hope
& Anchor, a stylish New American diner with a full bar,
was the ﬁrst to gain recognition in 2002, and its popularity hasn’t waned — thanks especially to its weekend karaoke nights. French bistro 360 is celebrated for its rotating
three-course prix ﬁxe menu, which uses the locally grown
produce of the Red Hook Added Value Community
Farm, and a wide-ranging list of little-known, mostly organic wines. More recently opened by a local couple, The
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Above: The pier in Red Hook Below: Sculpture garden on Van Brunt Street

Good Fork serves a diverse menu that includes hamburgers, homemade pork dumplings, and papardelle with wild
boar ragu. Across the street is LeNell’s, a highly regarded
wine and spirit boutique boasting NYC’s largest bourbon
selection, plus a hefty dose of Southern charm. And for
sweets, you can’t beat retro bakeshop Baked’s assortment
of homemade everything — cupcakes, scones, brownies,
cookies, classic cakes, even marshmallows.
With its loft spaces, the aforementioned light, and
those inspiring water views, it’s no surprise that Red
Hook has developed a thriving arts scene. Every spring,
the Beard Street Pier, just a stone’s throw from the Statue
of Liberty, ﬁlls with the music, dance, and theatrical performances of the eclectic Red Hook Waterfront Arts Festival. Off Conover Street at the garden-lined Pier 44, the
refurbished Waterfront Museum and Showboat Barge features ﬂoating art exhibits, music series, circus shows, even
maritime educational programs for children. Regular exhibitions from the Brooklyn Waterfront Artists Coalition
(BWAC) draw visitors into an impressive 25,000-squarefoot Civil War-era warehouse gallery on the waterfront,
and occasional open studio tours offer intimate glimpses
of local artists.
But the neighborhood’s most enticing quality might
just be the indeﬁnable sum of its parts, both old and new:
Red Hook has personality, and despite the historically
industrial role it has played in one of the world’s biggest
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cities, it possesses the salty seaside charm of a small beach
town where everyone seems to know each other. This
laid-back vibe features strongest, not surprisingly, along
the cobblestoned waterfront — among the ﬁshermen on
Valentino pier and at Sunnys, a family-owned bar more
than a century old, once largely patronized by sailors (and
with the décor to prove it). Then there’s Brooklyn’s own
little slice of Key West: Steve’s Authentic, where local entrepreneur Steve Tarpin runs his key lime pie business
(you might have seen his pies at Zabar’s and Citarella or on
the menu of many NYC restaurants). The fresher-thanFlorida pies are best experienced in person at Tarpin’s
shacklike operation, the kind of place in which you might
be spontaneously invited to stay for a barbecue. Amid the
harbor breezes, buoy-draped signs, and Tarpin’s swinging
hammock, you won’t even believe you’re in Brooklyn.
So, how do you get there? Red Hook is publicly linked
to the outside world by the B77 and B61 buses, which travel to Van Brunt Street from the Smith–9th Streets subway
station (F/G train) and the Jay Street–Borough Hall station (A/C/F), respectively. Additionally, New York Water
Taxi began weekend service this summer to Red Hook’s
Beard Street Pier near Fairway, thereby connecting the
area with Brooklyn Heights and lower and midtown
Manhattan. Red Hook is still best navigated, however,
with a bike or car — the Brooklyn Bridge is only about
three miles north.
Fairway

Condos to be added above Fairway

Columbia Street
Waterfront District
The Columbia Street Waterfront District, also known
as Carroll Gardens or Cobble Hill West, is often viewed as
a northern extension of Red Hook: It too is separated from
other neighborhoods by the BQE; it too boasts spectacular
water and skyline views. Columbia Street itself unites the
two areas, and in its northern reaches, the street has developed into a lively main drag of popular restaurants and
bars and exciting new properties. The good news for commuters is that this neighborhood is walkable to the Carroll
Street subway station (F/G); some new luxury buildings,
like No. 60 on quiet, cobblestoned Tiffany Place, are currently offering rush-hour shuttle vans to the Borough Hall
station (4/5/2/3/N/R/M) for added convenience.
Its location means proximity to the businesses, restaurants, and nightlife of Court and Smith Streets, but Columbia Street, along with intersecting Union, is a hot strip
in its own right. Trendy Mexican restaurant Alma was the
ﬁrst to cause a stir; if its tamales del dia don’t make you salivate, the skyline views from its rooftop deck certainly will.
At street level is the attractive B61 bar, named for the bus
that plies Columbia Street — its long walnut bar stretches
past lovely bay windows with more of that famous view.
Pit Stop serves up casual French fare in a convivial envi-
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Family fun at the French
restaurant, Pit Stop

ronment with a Formula One racing theme and a generous
backyard garden of picnic tables, four petanque courts, and
a play area for kids. For something a little different, there’s
Down Under Bakery (DUB) Pies, the ﬁrst specialty bakery
in the city to offer authentic New Zealand-Australian meat
pies and a friendly Kiwi staff to boot. And fashionistas will
want to check out Jet Set Salon, efﬁciently selling haircuts,
jewelry, and accessories in one space, as well as Brooklyn
Collective, a gallery shop created by and for artists, designers, and crafters, where you can ﬁnd original artwork,
clothes, jewelry, toys, and much more.

Downtown Brooklyn
Atlantic Avenue
Downtown Brooklyn, so called because it was the
downtown area of the City of Brooklyn before the ﬁve
boroughs were consolidated in 1898, is a bustling area
right smack in the middle of everything. Much more than
the home of Brooklyn’s main business district and governmental and legislative buildings, it’s within walking
distance to the Brooklyn Bridge, countless retail stores,
pedestrian malls, several gyms, the Long Island Railroad,
just about any subway you could ever want, and the di-
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verse ﬂavors and attractions of its surrounding neighborhoods, which include some of the most sought-after in the
borough: Brooklyn Heights, DUMBO, Cobble Hill, Boerum Hill, and Fort Greene.
Downtown Brooklyn is also the site of a widespread
improvement plan currently working to expand parkland,
cultural resources, and housing, ofﬁce, and retail space.
Exciting new properties in this area include the 14 new
townhouses on State Street, the well-placed rentals at Court
House, which features a new YMCA, and buildings like
110 Livingston and 7 Metrotech going up in the heart of the
downtown area. Atlantic Avenue, providing Downtown
Brooklyn’s southern border, cuts a vibrant swath through
some of the best this remarkably central area has to offer.
In just the nine blocks between Hicks Street and
Third Avenue, Atlantic Avenue’s scene distinctly changes
several times, a testament to the diversity and growth of
this region. At its western end, closest to the East River,
Atlantic Avenue offers a number of fashionable nightlife
options. Floyd, NY and neighboring The Chip Shop are
popular among 20- and 30-somethings; the former for its
40-foot indoor bocce court and beer selection, and the latter for its authentic English menu. At the corner of Henry
Street, the French doors of Tazza, casually ﬂung open in
warm weather, beckon passerby into its cozy, kid-friendly

Rooftop dining at Alma

Cobblestoned Tiffany Place

coffeehouse-cum-wine bar interior, where panini, cheese
plates, baked goods, coffee, and more than 30 kinds of
wine are available.
Between Henry and Court Streets, a Middle Eastern
inﬂuence is announced on Atlantic Avenue by established
eateries like Waterfalls Café and Damascus Bakery, as well
as a handful of importer specialty stores, the shining star of
which is Sahadi’s. A frequent shopping stop for New York
foodies — and therefore regularly packed on Saturdays
— Sahadi’s offers a no-frills, reasonably priced approach to
gourmet foods, which here include exotic spices and breads,
sacks of grains, buckets of olives, around 150 kinds of cheese,
and massive jars of nuts, chocolates, and dried fruits.
A veritable shopping strip of funky antique shops
and upscale women’s boutiques follows; look for unique
furniture ﬁnds at Circa Antiques, handbags and vintage
clothing at Legacy, Asian-inspired dresses at Kimera, and
original designs in clothing, shoes and handcrafted jewelry at Sir. Art galleries come next, from the quirky T-shirts,
jewelry, and art of Artez’n to the more traditional Bruno
Marina Gallery. Between Bond Street and Third Avenue
more restaurants have cropped up, a highlight of which is
romantic New Orleans-style eatery Stan’s Place, memorable for its soulful music, BYOB policy, and, of course, its
po’ boys and fried chicken.

Top: Signs from another era on Atlantic Avenue
Below: Tazza on Henry Street and Atlantic Avenue

Fort Greene
Atlantic Avenue will eventually deposit you in Fort
Greene, beginning around its junction with Flatbush Avenue. Already home to the renovated Atlantic Terminal
mall (including a two-story Target), it’s a hotly contested
intersection in a rapidly developing area, one that will
change even more drastically should Bruce Ratner’s controversial Frank Gehry-designed Atlantic Yards project
come to fruition — proposals include a Nets basketball
stadium, more than 2,300 luxury condos, retail and commercial space, and seven acres of open space. Until that
project’s fate is decided, there are more than enough new
properties to look out for, such as One Hanson Place —
the ongoing transformation of the historic Williamsburg
Savings Bank, Brooklyn’s tallest building, into 189 lavishly appointed condos, a project that NBA legend Magic
Johnson is behind.
With 12 subway lines and the LIRR close by, Fort
Greene is among the borough’s most accessible neighborhoods, yet it effortlessly walks the line between unhurried
beauty and urban edginess. Graceful, tree-lined streets lead
to both the historic 30-acre Fort Greene Park — a green
oasis of playgrounds, tennis and basketball courts, summer
concerts, barbecues, and farmers’ markets — and to busy
thoroughfares like Dekalb and Lafayette Avenues. The

Biking around side streets near
Atlantic Avenue
This page: BAM
Left: Artez’n

Above: Fort Greene brownstones
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Below: Chez Oskar

Fort Greene Park

latter street is home to one of the borough’s top cultural
attractions, the Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM); the
center’s international performing arts and cinema have
been luring Manhattanites into Fort Greene for decades.
And it’s only going to get more popular: Two exciting
new additions to the BAM cultural district, the Theatre
for a New Audience and the Brooklyn Public Library’s
Visual and Performing Arts Library, are scheduled to
break ground in coming months; both are to feature
bold architectural design, the former from Frank Gehry
and Hugh Hardy.
Besides world-class culture and wide-open spaces,
Fort Greene possesses an incredibly diverse population
and a very happening restaurant and nightlife scene with
something for everyone, from pretheatre crowds to the local Pratt Institute students to the young professionals and
families who have made their homes here. On Dekalb
Avenue, French-inspired Chez Oskar and Ici are both
busy brunch spots, the latter especially well-liked for its
farm-fresh ingredients and leafy backyard. Madiba offers
an adventurous South African menu, wonderful cock-

tails, and a whole lot of atmosphere. One block south,
Lafayette Avenue has the delicious pan-Mediterranean
eatery Olea; at the inviting Stonehome Wine Bar, you can
choose from nearly 200 wines and enjoy simple light dining. And on the second ﬂoor of the neighborhood’s star
attraction, the loftlike BAMcafé is a gem of a date spot.
A former ballroom space with high arched windows, this
elegant café surprises with excellent food and wine, and
eclectic live performances most weekend nights.
The past decade has brought a renaissance of
sorts to Brooklyn, one that appears to be affecting and
transforming more and more of its neighborhoods. It’s
reaching across once-stigmatizing highways and tunnels, through traditional industrial and governmental
zones, and deeper into Brooklyn’s core. It’s bringing in
top-notch art, culture, and architecture; it’s attracting
people with exciting nightlife options that mean they’ll
no longer have to “go into the city” to go out. Real estate moguls will always try to guess what the “next big
thing” will be, but the truth is, you can’t go wrong in the
county of Kings.
n
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